Precedence: ROUTINE

Date: 09/04/2009

To: San Francisco

From: ST Pranrinrp

Contact: IA

Case ID #: 101H-SF-143724

Title:


Details: On 08/19/2009, Intelligence Analyst (IA) [IA] provided a briefing to members of two members of the San Francisco Police Department Special Investigations, San Francisco's FBI ASAC, three SAs on [SA] and the IA on [IA] In total, [Number] individuals received this briefing.

The briefing consisted of a Powerpoint presentation overview of [Powerpoint] in the FBI. The [Number] priorities for the San Francisco Division were presented to the attendees. It was made clear to the attendees that San Francisco's priorities were different from the national priorities. IA [IA] gave a description of each of these priorities, applying local examples when appropriate.

IA [IA] included [IA]

UNCLASSIFIED
Questions were asked and answered at the conclusion of this presentation. A copy of the list of attendees at this presentation is attached to this document. A copy of the Powerpoint presentation is also attached to this document.
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